
Few things exist in polarities. Up and down do. Right and wrong do. In and out do.
Christ and anti-Christ do. But many things, including at least some spiritual influences
or entities, exist between the poles, not at the poles as polarities. Our parents,
preachers, teachers, friends, and enemies? Not at the poles but somewhere in between
them. Friends may lie toward the spectrum’s good end while enemies lie toward the
bad end, but everyone, even friends and enemies included, has a little good and a little
bad in them.

We probably recognize the truth that we’re
generally a little of this and a little of that
rather than all of one thing or all of another.
But we may not be letting that truth reach
our understanding of spiritual things. We
may instead assume that angels are angels
while demons are demons. Yet the scriptures
aren’t always so clear as that. Right after the
tower of Babel’s fall, God gave the world’s

nations over to spiritual entities who ruled those nations poorly. God listens to a
spiritual entity among his divine council accuse the righteous Job. Daniel gives the
account of the archangel Michael contesting with the spiritual entity over Persia before
heading off to struggle with the spiritual entity ruling Greece. The apostle Paul
acknowledges our struggle with these rulers and principalities.

Spiritual influences and entities aren’t all darkness or light, at one end of the spectrum
or the other end. Even Satan disguises himself as an angel of light, apparently to speak
his deception in forms that contain misleading examples of truth. We thus need a
similar discernment in spiritual things as we need in worldly things, not to see which
messenger is from God and which from Satan but what part of each influencer’s
message is from God and which is deception. Far better to discern what part of each
influence honors God than to attempt to discern the influencer’s identity. Be cautious
saying God spoke to you. Be glad to say you are listening earnestly, humbly, and
obediently for messages that align themselves fully with God.


